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Introduction. In this paper a series of propositions are given concerning

commutative algebras of operators on a Banach space and more especially

commutative algebras of scalar operators. A number of the results are known

and due to W. G. Bade [l; 2] but different proofs are given here. The in-

spiration for this paper, both in the choice of the subject matter and of

method, has largely been derived from [2; 7] and [10].

The material presented here is divided into four paragraphs. The first,

which is introductory, contains various results on spectral families of meas-

ures. The principal propositions are contained in paragraphs 2 and 3. Theo-

rem 1, proved in paragraph 2, is a generalisation of a theorem due to W. G.

Bade [2], and almost all the other results of this same paragraph are more or

less consequences of it. In paragraph 3 it is shown that, under certain condi-

tions, an algebra of scalar operators can be identified, in a sense made precise

below, with a von Neumann algebra. This fact makes it possible to reduce

many results concerning algebras of scalar operators or a-complete boolean

algebras of projections, in Banach spaces, to corresponding results in Hilbert

spaces. Various remarks on spectral families of measures are made in para-

graph 4.

1. Spectral families. Let Z he a compact space, C(Z) the set of complex-

valued continuous functions defined on Z, Bo(Z) the set of complex-valued

Baire measurable functions defined on Z and B(Z) the set of complex-valued

Borel measurable functions defined on Z(2).

Let X be a Banach space, X' the dual of X and ff = G__,*')*ejr,-'€X' a family

of Radon measures defined on Z. We shall say that ff is semi-spectral if:

(1) (x, x')—>/*«.*' is a bilinear mapping;

(2) there is a constant M(ff) ^ 1 which satisfies the inequalities ||j-x.*'||

^M(ff)||x|| ||x'|| for every xCX, x'CX'.

We shall say that a function fCB(Z) is ff-negligible if |ju_._'| *(|/|) =0 for

every xCX, x'CX'. A Borel measurable set A CZ is ff-negligible if the char-

acteristic function of A, cj>A, is ff-negligible. For every function /GB(Z) we

shall put NK(f, ff) =inf E(f) where £(/) is the set of numbers a>0 for which
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the set jz||/(z)|>a} is ff-negligible. If/ is continuous then NK(f, ff)

= sup*6S \f(z)\ where 5 is the closure of \Jxex.x'ex'S(nz,x>); ior a Radon

measure p on Z, S(pt) will denote its support.

We shall write F0"(Z) =• {/ G B0(Z)\ N„(f, 3} < °° } and B<°(Z)
= {fEB(Z)\Na(f, $F)< =o }; B0"(Z) and B"(Z) are algebras and /-*#„(/, *)
is a semi-norm on F^°(Z) and also on B"(Z). It is easy to see that Bq(Z) and

BX(Z) are complete for the semi-norm/—*Nx(f, ff) and that, for/, g, reG-B°°(Z),

we have NK(ff, H) = Nw(f, ff)2 and Nm(gh, S)SNa(g,5)Nx(h, ff).
For each/GFW(Z) we denote by U$,f the operator in £(X, X")(3) which

satisfies the equations (U$jx, x') = ffdfiXiX> ior all xEX, x'EX'; j means

always fz. When there will be no ambiguity we shall write only Iff instead

of U$,f. In what follows we shall always suppose that all the semi-spectral

families considered are such that U/E£(X, X) for fEC(Z) and Ui = I. It is

easy to see that if ff is a semi-spectral family, fEB°°(Z) and U/E£(X, X),

then t7/belongs to the strong closure ( = weak closure) of Ct(ff) = { Uj\fEC(Z)}.

A family ff = (p«,»')*ex,x'ex' of Radon measures defined on Z is a spectral

family ii it is semi-spectral and if:

(3) f-uXtX. = uU/x,x. for all/ G C(Z), x E X, x' E X'.

If ff is spectral then f—>U/ is a continuous representation of the algebra

C(Z), endowed with the semi-norm/—*Nx(f, ff) into £(X, X); it follows that

ft(ff) is an algebra. Conversely if ff is semi-spectral and/—>Uf is a representa-

tion of the algebra C(Z) into £(X, X), then ff is spectral. Let us also remark

that (3) implies/-pX|I- = ux,'u/X' for every fEC(Z), xEX, x'EX'; lUs denotes

the Banach adjoint of £7/.
Let A be a nonempty bounded subset of X and suppose that ff is spectral.

For every/GF0(Z) define p(f, A) =supie4.Msi |m*.«'| *(|/| )'< let B0(Z, A)

= {fEBB(Z)\p(f, A)<«>}. If TE£(X, X) and if TUfx=U,Tx for all
fEC'Z) and xG^4 then it is easy to see that p(f, T(A))S\ T\\p(f, A) for every

fEBo(Z) and hence that JB0(Z, A)EB0(Z, T(A)). If741C^2 then B0(Z, Af)

DBo(Z, Af).

Proposition 1. (i) F0(Z, A) is a linear space and F0(Z, A) Z)F"(Z);

(ii)/—>p(/, A) is a semi-norm on B0(Z, A); (iii) B0(Z, A) is complete with re-

spect to the semi-norm f-+p(f, A).

Assertions (i) and (ii) are obvious. To prove (iii) let (/„)i *».<«, be a se-

quence of functions belonging to B0(Z, A) for which 2^n-i P(fn+i —fn, A)<<*>.

Then for every xG^4 and ||x'||^l we have J^T-i \ux,x>\ *(|/n+i— /n|) < °°.

Hence lim„^00/„(z) exists for zENa where NA is a Baire set which is }p.x,x'\-

negligible for every xEA and x'EX'. If we put/(z)=0 for zENA and/(z)

= lim„^B/n(z) for zG-^ then/GF0(Z), and for re^l, xG^4 and ||x'|| ^1 we

(') If X, Y are Banach spaces we shall denote by £(X, Y) the space of linear continuous

mappings of X into Y, endowed with the usual norm.
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have |m..-'|*(|/-/.| )-=__•;•- k.*'|*(|/;+i-//| )_;£;=»?(/,■+.-/;, A) and
hence p(f-fn, A)SjZ?-»P(fm-Ji, A). This implies that fCB0(Z, A) and
that lim„,„ p(f-f», A)=0.

For each bounded nonempty subset A CX we denote by B\(Z, A) the

closure of 730"(Z) in Ba(Z, A) and by V-(Z, A) the closure of C(Z) in B0(Z, A).

It is obvious that fgCB\(Z, A) if fCB\(Z, A) and gCBo(Z) and that
fgCL\Z, A) ilfCL\Z, A) and gCL\Z, A)C\B^(Z). Also it is easy to prove
that if fCLx(Z, A)(~\Bq(Z) then there is a sequence of functions (/„)is„<oo

belonging to C(Z) such that we have lim„^«, p(fn — f, A) =0 and ||/„||

= sup*ez |/„(-)| SN„(f, ff) for « = 1, 2, • • • . If TC£(X, X) is such that

TUfx= UfTx tor all fCC(Z) and xG^ then we have B\(Z, A)CB\(Z, T(A))
and U(Z, A)CL1(Z, T(A)). If /liO-i then B\(Z, Aj)^)B\(Z, Aj) and
L](Z, Ai)jj)Ll(Z, Aj). In connection with the spaces B0(Z, A), B\(Z, A),

L1(Z, A) and Proposition 1 see also [15].

Proposition 2. For every bounded nonempty subset ACX and fCB%(Z)

(4) (l/M(S))p(f, A) S sup || Ufx\\ S p(f, A).

The first inequality, (l/M(5))p(f, A)SsupxBA \\U/x\\, follows from the
relations

P(f, A) =      sup      (  sup    j fgdp.x,x.   )
*e-,I*1l_i Xlklisi \J I/

^ M(ff)     sup      | (77/x, x') |  S M(ff) sup || J7,«||.

The second inequality, supI(=A || C7/x|| Sp(f, A), is obvious. Hence the proof

is complete.

For every fCB0(Z) let D(f) = {xCX\fCBl(Z, {x})}; using the inequali-
ties (4) (for A = {x}, xCX) we can easily prove that there is a mapping Us

of D(f) into X" such that (Ufx, x')=ffdlix,I. for every xCD(f) and x'CX'.

UfCLl(Z, {x})(CB\(Z, {x})) then UfxCX. Again using the inequalities
(4) and the definition of the spaces B\(Z, A) we see that:

Proposition 3. For every nonempty bounded subset A CD(f) andfCB\(Z,A)

(5) (l/_f(ff))p(/, A) S sup || Ufx\\ S p(f, A).
xeA

For every nonempty bounded subset A CX let X(A) be the linear space

of all bounded families y=(yj)xeA of elements belonging to X, endowed with

the norm: ||y|| =supie^ ||yi||; ^(.4) is a Banach space. If ff=(px,xO*ex.i'6X'

is a spectral family of measures we shall denote by ft(ff, A) the closure of the

subset {(77/x)iex|/GC(Z)}C^(^).

Proposition 4. For every nonempty bounded subset A CX Ot(ff, A)

^{(U/xUAlfCL^Z.A)}.
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Let fEL1(Z, A) and let (/„)is„<oo be a sequence of functions belonging to

C(Z) such that lim„^0O p(f—fn, A) = 0. Then lim,,...,, (supieA || U/nx— Ufx\\) =0

and hence (t//x)xeAG <2(ff, A). Conversely let y=(yx)x€AEG>(5, A). Then

there is a sequence (/„)ia„<oo of functions belonging to C(Z) such that (in

X(A)) y = lim„^0Oyn where for each «=1, 2, • • • , yn=(U/nx)xeA. From (4)

we deduce that lim„,m<00 p(fn—fm, A) =0 and hence that there is a function

fEL1(Z, A) ior which limn^M p (/„—/, ^4) =0. Using (5) we now deduce that

y = (Ufx)xeA.

Let ff be a spectral family of measures defined on Z. If Ug = Uh, where

g, hEB°°(Z), then using (3) we deduce that g — h is ff-negligible. This remark

implies that we can introduce an involution in ft(ff) by writing U* = Uj. The

inequalities (4) show that the mapping T-^T* of Ot(ff) onto Ct(ff), just de-

fined, is strongly continuous and it can accordingly be extended to the strong

closure, s(&(&)), oi ft(ff); it is clear that the extension is an involution on

s(et(ff)).

In what follows we shall often be concerned with spectral families ff which

have the property:

(E)   UfE£(X, X) for every/GF0"(Z).

Let 50(Z) be the class of all Baire sets DEZ. For every DES0(Z) define

E$(D) = U~4,D; then E$ is a strongly countably additive (s.c.a.) spectral meas-

ure on 5o(Z) such that Fj(Z) = I. Conversely, if £ is a s.c.a. spectral measure

on 5o(Z) such that E(Z) =1 and if we put ptx,x>(f) =ff(z)d(E(z)x, x') for all

fEC(Z), xEX, x'EX', then ff=(px,x')*ex,»'ex' is a spectral family having

property (E) and E$ = E.

If ff is a spectral family having property (E) then it is easy to see that

U/E£(X, X) ior every fEB°°(Z). This can be deduced, for instance, using

the following result: (*) Let ff = (fix,X')xex,X'ex' be a spectral family of meas-

ures on a compact space Z having property (E) and let xEX; then there is a

positive Radon measure vx on Z such that (for NESo(Z))vx(N) =0 if and

only if \ftx,x>\ (N)=0 ior all x'EX'. Let us remark that every Us, fEB°°(Z),

is a scalar operator whose resolution of the identity is a s.c.a. spectral meas-

ure on So(a(U;)) [10, pp. 341-342, Lemma 6] and that USh= UgUh for every

g, hEB«(Z).
For a spectral family ff having property (E) we have, for each fEBx(Z),

the following inequality which may be established by the method used in the

proof of Proposition 2, [7, pp. 177—178]:

(6) AU/, ff) S || U,\\ S M(Z)N„(f, ff).

Let ff be a spectral family on Z, having property (E), and let (Bo(ff)

= { Uf\fEBo(Z)} and «(ff)= { Uf\fEBa(Z)}. Using (6) we see that (B0(ff)
and (B(ff) are uniformly closed and that each is algebraically and topologi-

cal^ isomorphic with an algebra C(Z) where Z is a compact space. It is easy

to see that (B0(ff) is the smallest uniformly closed algebra containing

{E$(A) \A ESa(Z)}. Using the fact that, if fEC(Z), N„(f, ff) =sup2eS |/(z) |,
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where 5 is the closure of \Jxex,X'eX' S(nx,Z'), we see that Ct(ff) is algebraically

and topologically isomorphic with C(S) (this last assertion remains true also

for spectral families which do not satisfy condition (E)).

2. Commutative algebras of operators. Let ff = (tix,X')xex.X'ex' he a spectral

family of Radon measures defined on a compact space.

Theorem 1. Let A be a nonempty bounded subset of X and suppose that

TC£(X, X) is an operator such that: (i) TU/X= UsTx for all fCC(Z) and
xG^4; (ii) (Tx)x<=aC@,(3, A). Then there is a function gCL1(Z, A) such that:

(j) ||g|| = 7-"(ff)|| 7||; (jj) U„x = Txfor every x belonging to the closed linear space

"M spanned by DxeA -(ff, {*})•

By Proposition 4 there is an hCL1(Z, A) such that Unx = Tx for every

xCA. Let 73= {z\\h(z)\ ^(l-|-X)M(ff)||7||} where X>0 (we can suppose

7^0). It is obvious that h<pBCB\(Z, A). Choose a sequence (/s„)i£n<» of

functions belonging to C(Z) such that limn^x p(hn — h, A)=0. By (5) this

gives limn,w Uhnx=Tx for each xCA, and hence (since the condition (ii)

implies htx,x' =Px'tx' for xG-4 and x'CX')

(U^xjTx') =  I <t>Bdnx,*TX> = I 4>Bdp.TX,x'

= lim   |  <pBdyivhtx,x' =  I  hd>Bdp.x,x< = (Uh4,Bx, x');
n—*»   J J

the above equations imply || UtBx\\ 17 | S; || Uh4,Bx\\ for each xCA. Using again

(5) we deduce that p(<pB, A)\ T\ =suplG,i f| l7»Bx|| || 7|| sgsuplG4 || Gn0Bx||

^(l/M(Z))p(h<pB, A)^(l+\)p(cj>B, A)\\T\\. It follows that p(<pB, A)=0 and
hence that \h(z)\ ^M(ff)||7|| except when zCNa, where NA is a Baire set

such that | pXiX> | (Na) = 0 for every xG^4 and x'CX'. If we define g as follows:

g(z)=h(z) UzCNa and g(z) =0 if zCNA, then gCL^Z, A), \\g\\SM(5)\\T\\
and obviously U„x= Tx for each xG-4 (in fact we have p(g — h, A) =0). Take

a uniformly bounded sequence (g„)is„<oo of functions belonging to C(Z) such

thatlimn^ p(gn-g, A)=0. For each fCC(Z) we have then: gCL1(Z, Ut(A)),

limn^p(gn-g, Uf(A))=0, gfCL\Z, A) and lim,,. p(gnf-gf, A)=0. We
deduce that, when xCA, UgUfX = lim„,„ 77ffnGfX = lim„,00 U/U<lnx= U/Ugx

= U/Tx = TU/X. Since 3TC is the closure of the set of all finite sums

JZUfiXi(fiCC(Z), XiCA) we deduce (jj) and hence the proof of the theorem
is complete.

Remark. The assertion (jj) can be strengthened. We have Uj> = Tpx for

every p=l, 2, • • • and xG3IL In fact suppose the equations valid for

p-1 (p>l) and remark that 7(3TC)C9TC. Then for all xG^4, x'CX'

{Ugpx, x') = lim   I gjj gdnXtX. = lim   f  gdvx.'u^^'
n—»«   _/ tj—*»   •/

= lim (7x, 'Ugtn.v-iA) = hm (77fl(n,p_1)7x, x') = (T*>x, x')
n—»« n—>«
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(we denoted gn_1 by g(re, p—1)); hence £/„»= Tpx ior xEA and this implies

(as in the proof of Theorem 1) Uavx= Tpx for every xG3tl.

If SD C £(X, X) we denote by s( 3D) the strong closure of 3D and by 3Dr (r > 0)

the set { FG 3D| || F|| Sr}. From Theorem 1 we can deduce the following (see

[14]):

Corollary 1. If (BCs(a(ff)) then (&iEs(G,(5)M(^).

If FG®i and A is a finite part of X then conditions (i) and (ii) are satis-

fied. Hence there is a gELl(Z, A) such that ||f||^M(ff) and Ugx=Tx ior

xG^4- Now let (g„)ia„<oo be a sequence of functions belonging to C(Z) for

which limn_M p(gn — g, A) = 0 (we can suppose that ||g„|| S M(5) ior

«=1,2, • • • , whence || t7j|^M(ff)2). Then limn^ || Fx-FB„x||=0 for every

xG-<4 and this implies that FGs((£(ff)M(y)«).

Remark. From Corollary 1 it follows that if a(ff)i is strongly closed then

ft(ff) is strongly closed.

Corollary 2. Suppose that ff has property (E) and that there exists a de-

numerable set A EX such that the closed linear space spanned by [)x€a a(ff, {x})

isX. Thens(a(5))={lffE £(X, X) |/GF0"(Z)} = { U,E £(X, X) \fEB"(Z)}.

We can suppose that /Jxex ||x|| < oo. If TEs(&(5)) we deduce, using

Corollary 2, that there is a directed family (Tf)jei of operators belonging to

Ct(ff) which converges uniformly to T, on A. Then by Theorem 1 there is a

gEB^(Z) such that T=U„; hence s(a(ff)) C { U,E £(X, X) |/GF0"(Z)}. Since

{ UfE£(X, X)\fEBZ(Z)}E{UsE£(X, X)\fEB»(Z)} 0(a(JF)) the corol-
lary is completely proved.

Let X be a Banach space. We shall say that an algebra &E£(X, X) has

property (Pi) if there exists a compact space Z and a spectral family

ff = (Mx.xOxex.x'gx' of measures defined on Z such that ft= &(ff). Evidently

an algebra &E£(X, X) has property (Pi) if and only if there is a compact

space Z and a continuous representation of the algebra C(Z) onto Ct (we can

show that an algebra d has property (Pi) if and only if it is algebraically

and topologically isomorphic to an algebra C(Z), where Z is a compact

space). An algebra (JC£(X, X) has property (P2) if there is a compact space

Z and a spectral family ff on Z having property (E) and such that (2= Ct(ff).

If X is sequentially weakly complete then every algebra having property

(Pi) clearly has property (P2).

If an algebra a has property (P2) and ff is a spectral family such that

a= a(ff), then F has property (E). This follows for instance from:

Proposition 5. Let ff be a spectral family. Then ff has property (E) if and

only if a(ff)i is relatively weakly compact.

It is obvious that ff has property (E) if a(ff)i is relatively weakly compact.

The fact that a(ff)i is relatively weakly compact if ff has property (E) fol-
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lows from Theorem 6, [ll, p. 160] (f—*U/ is weakly compact; we take on

£(X, X) the strong topology and we remark that every bounded closed part

is complete). Theorem 3.2, [4, pp. 300-301] can also be used for the same

purpose.

If DC £(X, X) we denote by £>(p) the set of all projections belonging to 3).

Corollary. If &C£(X, X) is a strongly closed algebra having property

(Pj) then Ct(j,) is a (bounded) complete boolean algebra.

Let Z be the spectrum of Ct and ff a spectral family on Z such that

a=«(ff). Then _<*'= {E$(w)\wCSo(Z)} and hence 0>> is bounded (by

M(ff)). The completeness of _(p) follows from the fact that a(ff)*r(j) is

weakly compact and from Theorem 1, [5, pp. 313-314] (see also [13, pp. 162-

163]).

Theorem 2. (i) If a has property (Pj) then s(Q) has property (Pj); (ii) if

a has property (Pj) then s(&) has property (Pj).

Let us prove first (i). Take a compact space Z and a spectral family of

measures on Z such that a= a(ff). Let us introduce an involution on a as

follows: U*= Uf lor each fC C(Z); let us extend this involution by continuity

to s(&). Let TCs(Q-); then by Corollary 1 of Theorem 1, there is a uniformly

bounded directed family of operators belonging to a, (U/u))jer, which con-

verges strongly to T. A simple use of the inequalities (4) and of the Cauchy

inequality gives, for each x CX and / G 7: || £//(J)x||2 S P(f(j), {x})2

S M(ff) \x \p(f(j)'f(J), {x}) S i_-(ff)J|W|||£//o)-%)_||. We deduce ||rx||2
S __T(_f)| x| || 7r*x|| for every xCX and hence || T\\2S M(5)\\ TT*\\. Since this
last inequality implies that s(&) is isomorphic algebraically and topologically

with an algebra C(Z) the proof of (i) is complete. The second part of the

theorem follows from the first, from Proposition 5 and from Corollary 1 of

Theorem 1.

3. Strongly closed algebras of operators. For every s.c.a. spectral meas-

ure E, defined on a tribe S0(Z), we shall write 6t(E) = {E(co)\coCS0(Z)}. It is

obvious that 6t(E) is a a-complete boolean algebra of projections.

Let E he a s.c.a. spectral measure defined on a tribe So(Z) and let ff be

the corresponding spectral family of measures. Let Z' be the spectrum of

(Bo(ff) and ff' = (ix'x,X')xex.X'ex' a spectral family on Z' such that (B0(ff) = a(ff');

it is easy to see that the closure of 0xSx,X'€X' S(px,x>) is Z'.

Suppose (R(E) complete. Then Z' is stonean and every measure ix'x,x- is

normal. For the sake of completeness we give here a direct proof of these

assertions. Let UCZ' be an open subset and let

P' = sup{PC <R(E)\PS -V.*}.

There is then an open and closed subset U'CZ' such that P' = £%',*„,. If

U— U'^0 we can find a function g'CC(Z'), g'^-0, whose support is con-
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tained in U — U'. Let g E (B0(ff) be such that £%,„ = £%',„< and let

£' = £({z|g(z)^0}). By direct computation we obtain £'F' = 0 and if K

is the support of g', E'SU^.^S £%-,«„; hence P' <E'+P'S UcyAu. It fol-

lows necessarily that UEU' and P' = UyAu. Therefore V — U is ff'-negligible

and since U' — U is open, U' = U. We deduce that Z' is stonean and that every

measure fi'xa> is normal.

Theorem 3. Let E be a s.c.a. spectral measure defined on a tribe S0(Z) and

let ff be the corresponding spectral family of measures. Suppose that (R(£) is

complete. Then there is a Hilbert space H, a von Neumann algebra of operators

(B ore H and an algebraic isomorphism cp of (B0(ff) onto (B such that: (i) cp is

bicontinuous when (Bo(ff) and (B are endowed with their uniform topologies;

(ii) the restriction of cp to bounded sets is weakly and strongly bicontinuous;

(iii) cp(h(T))=h(cp(T)) for every FG«0(ff), hES0(a(T)); (iv) c/.(F*) = </>(F)*
for every FG®o(ff).

Let Z' be the spectrum of (B0(ff) and ff' = (u'x,xfz<=X;x'ex' a spectral family

on Z' such that (Bo(ff) = a(ff'). Then Z' is hyperstonean and every measure

p£,j.< is normal. Then there is a Hilbert space H, a von Neumann algebra (B

on H and a * -isometry /—>F/ of C(Z') onto (B (see for instance [8]). If we

write <t>(U$'j) = Tf, then cp is an algebraic isomorphism of (B0(ff) onto (B

which has properties (i) and (iv). The weak continuity of ip, the mapping

inverse to cp, is a consequence of the fact that every measure fx'x,x> is normal

and hence that there are complex numbers cx, c2, c3, c4 and ax, o2, a3, a^EH

such that (£%<,/x, x') = ^t-i C;(F/a<|a,-). The weak continuity of cp, on

bounded sets, follows from the fact that (Bi is weakly compact. Therefore the

first part of (ii) is proved. Now let (P be the set of linear forms T—^(Tx, x'),

defined on (B0(ff), which are positive on the elements TT*; it is obvious that

the topology on (B0(ff) defined by the set of semi-norms { |p| |pG(P} coincide

with the weak topology (see the remark at the end of paragraph 4). De-

note by t the topology on (B0(ff) defined by the set of semi-norms

{ F—>p(FF*)1/2|pG(P}. Since F converges to F0 in the topology r if and only

if (F— F0)(F— F0)* converges weakly to zero it follows that the restriction of

cp to bounded sets is bicontinuous when (B0(ff) is endowed with the topology

t and (B with the strong topology. Therefore, to complete the proof of (ii),

it is enough to show that on each bounded subset of (B0(ff) the strong topology

coincides with r. It is obvious that r is weaker than the strong topology. Con-

versely suppose that the £%',/ are uniformly bounded and that they con-

verge to U$'j(o) in the topology t. Then, for every x G X, x' E X',

lim J\f— f(0)\ 2d|t4,x'| =0 and hence / converges in | p'XiX- | -measure to /(0).

Since, for fixed xEX, \p'x,x'\ ||x'|| S 1} is relatively weakly compact, we have

lim ffdp'XiX'=ff(0)dp.'XiX', uniformly with respect to ||x'||^l; xEX being

arbitrary it follows that U$>,f converges strongly to C/j'j.o). Hence the proof

of (ii) is complete. The assertion (iii) is an immediate consequence of (ii).
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Remarks. (1) The involution in (B0(ff) is introduced by U$',f= U$'j or,

equivalently, by U$,/= U$,j. If 7G(B0(ff) and ET is the resolution of the

identity of T, defined on 50(a(7)), it is easily seen that T*=f„(T)^dET(r\).

(2) Every PG®'20 is a self-adjoint projection and <p is an order isomorphism

of 6t(E) = ffio(ff)(p) onto 03(p). (3) In connection with Theorem 3 see also

[3, p. 37, Theorem 9.2]. (4) Some of the arguments involved in the proof of

Theorem 3 can be avoided if we remark that (for an equivalent norm) (Bo(ff)

is an AW*-algebra and use various known results concerning such algebras

(see for instance [18]).

Corollary 1. Let E be a s.c.a. spectral measure, defined on a tribe So(Z),

and ff the corresponding spectral family. Then the following statements are equiv-

alent: (j) <R(E) is complete; (jj) <B0(ff) =s((B0(ff)); (jjj) «(£) =s((R(E)).

If 61(72) is a complete boolean algebra, (ii) implies that GSo(ff)i is strongly

complete and hence that <£o(ff)i = -K<£o(ff)i); therefore we have (B0(ff)

= s((B0(ff)). If «0(ff)=s((Bo(ff)) then (B0(ff)(j,) = (R(E) is obviously strongly

closed. If <H(E)=s((R(E)) it follows from Theorem 1, [5, pp. 313-314], that

(R(£) is complete.

Remarks. (1) The results stated in Corollary 1 are due to W. G. Bade

[2, p. 358, Theorem 4.5]; the proof of the implications (jj)—>(jjj)—*(j) is

essentially the same as the one given in [2]. These assertions are justified by

the proposition [2, p. 349]: If Q is a a-complete boolean algebra of projections

in a Banach space then there exists a compact space Z and a s.c.a. spectral

measure defined on S0(Z) such that 9= <R(E). (2) From Corollary 1 follows

that if ff is a spectral family on Z having property (P2) and such that (B0(ff)

is a-finite ( = every orthogonal set of projections belonging to the considered

algebra is denumerable) then (B0(ff) is strongly closed; this result can also be

reduced to the corresponding one in Hilbert spaces if we use Theorem 3.

Let 77 be a Hilbert space and EB a s.c.a. spectral measure, defined on a

tribe S0(Z), such that 6t(£)C£(77, 77). We shall say that EB is self-adjoint

if EH(a>) is self-adjoint for each wCSo(Z).

Corollary 2. Let E be a s.c.a. spectral measure, defined on a tribe So(Z).

Then: (j) there is a Hilbert space 77, a s.c.a. self-adjoint spectral measure

EH(6i(EH) C £(77, 77)), defined on Sa(Z) and an order isomorphism <p of <St(E)

onto <St(EH) which is uniformly, strongly and weakly bicontinuous; (jj) <p can be

extended (in a unique way) to an algebraic isomorphism, of the strongly closed

algebra Q,(E) spanned by (R(E) onto the strongly closed algebra (L(EH) spanned

by (R(EH), having the properties (i)-(iv) (we replace here (Bo(ff) by Q,(E) and

(B by &(EH)) formulated in Theorem 3; (jjj) Ot(E) is complete if and only if

«(£*) is.

Let ff be the spectral family corresponding to E; obviously <R(E) Cs(a(ff)).

By Theorem 3 there is a Hilbert space 77, a von Neumann algebra 03 C £(77,77)
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and an algebraic isomorphism <6 of s(a(ff)) onto (B, which has the properties

(i)-(iv). If we take EH(w)=cp(E(u)), ior «G50(Z), then E» is a s.c.a. self-

adjoint spectral measure on S0(Z)((R(EH)E£(H, H)) and cp is an order iso-

morphism of (R(F) onto (R(EH) which is uniformly, strongly and weakly

bicontinuous. Hence the proof of (j) is complete. The results (jj) (we use for

its proof Corollary 1 of Theorem 1) and (jjj) are now obvious.

Remarks. (1) An immediate consequence of Corollary 2 (see the remarks

which follow Theorem 3) is the proposition: On a <r-complete boolean algebra

of projections the weak and the strong topology coincide. (2) Theorem 4.7,

[2, p. 359] can be deduced from Corollary 5.3, [17, p. 38] if we use Theorem 3.

(3) Using Theorem 3 we can also prove the following proposition: If a is a

strongly closed algebra containing I, cr-finite, generated (in the strong topol-

ogy) by a denumerable set and having property (P2) then there is an operator

FGa with real spectrum such that every UE a is of the form h(T) where

hEB0*(a(T)).
Using Theorem 3 and, for instance, Corollary 1, [9, p. 57] we deduce the

following:

Corollary 3. Let a(l)C£(Xi, Xf), a(2)E£(X2, Xf) be two strongly

closed algebras having property (P2) and cp an algebraic isomorphism of a(l)

onto a(2) such that cp(T*) =cp(T)*. Then cp is bicontinuous when a(l) and a(2)

are endowed with their uniform topologies. The restriction of cp to bounded sets is

strongly and weakly bicontinuous.

4. Remarks on spectral families having property (E). Proposition (*)

stated at the end of paragraph 1 follows from Theorem 1.4 and Lemma 2.3

[4] or from Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 [4]. Instead of Lemma 2.3 or Theorem 1.3

[4] we can use, for the proof of (*), Theorem 2 [ll].

From Theorem 1.4 [4], taking into account the form of the measure v

(constructed in the proof of this theorem), we can deduce the following result:

(**) Let C be a weakly relatively compact set of Radon measures on a com-

pact space Z. Then there is a Radon measure j>5;0 such that: (1) v(f)

gsupM(Ee M(/) for/^0; v(N)=0 (for NES0(Z)) if and only if \U\(N)=0
for every pEQ. Using (**) we can immediately prove the following proposi-

tion due to W. G. Bade (Theorem 3.1, [2, pp. 351-353]): Let Z be a compact

space and ff = (px,X')xex,X'ex' a spectral family of measures given on Z, having

property (E). Then for every yEX there is a vy=fiy,y>^0 such that every

p„tX' is absolutely continuous with respect to vy. In fact take Q= \fiy,x>\ \\x'\\Sl}

and vv = v. We then have vy(\f\) Sp(f, {y}) ior every fEC(Z). Define 0 on

Xy= { Ufy\fEC(Z)} by the equation: 0(Ufy)=Jfdvy. Using the inequalities

vy(\f\)Sp(f, {y})SM(<5%U{y\\ we deduce that 0 is defined on Xy without
ambiguity and that it is continuous; 0 can therefore be extended to X. If we

denote the extension by y', then vy = pty,y>.
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By the same method, but without using proposition (**) or (*), we prove

that every measure |j_x,x'| is a measure p»,y'.

Let a be a strongly closed algebra having property (P2) and ff a spectral

family of measures defined on the spectrum of a such that a=a(ff). We

have then the following proposition (which we shall state without proof):

Every measure px,x- is normal and every normal measure on Z is absolutely

continuous with respect to a measure Px.x-^O. In the case of Hilbert spaces

more precise results are valid (see [8] and [16]).
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